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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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I had few hours fun with that game - I wish I could shoot with some abilites like: triple arrows, or frozen/fire/bomb arror etc....
This game needs to go back to the drawing board. Visually it seems interesting. As soon as you start to play or try to control the
avatar it is just a major charlie foxtrot. Very poorly implemented. Not documented, no list, nothing on what to do. It was not
worth my time to download it at this point. Requesting a refund. Sorry, but at least include a list of commands. This is pre alpha
for sure, not alpha, no way. I hardly ever write a review of a bad game that gets refunded, but this one needs some serious work
before asking for money.. GAME IS MAYBE FUN BUT THE CONTROLS ARE THE WORST. KEYBOARD VERSION
ONLY IS PLAYABLE. IF U TRY DJOSTICK OR MOUSE EVERYTHING IS SCREW UP AND U CANT DO ONE THING
EXPECETE TO DO WITH A PLAIN: 360 LOOP. OMG. quot;Do you recommend this game?" HELL YEA!
This is one of those games thats so broken and derpy that it is absolutely amazing.
you could say its the "Special Snowflake" of BR games, but I tell yoo whut! its by far worth the whole whoppin .99 to buy.
20/10 Recommended especially for .99 c.. I really really loved the fireworks. So much attention to detail. The sound was off to
compensate for the speed of sound. Just wonderful. A few performance issues here and there but definitely worth the money..
Thanks god got it with 90% off, good for card collectors only.. Enjoying the game very much (:
would love to see a better options menu though!

Things a good settings menu should have:
1. windows, windows/borderless, fullscreen setting
2. REBINDING KEYS!!!!!!!

Pls let us set the mouse as a fly controller!! would be awesome to be able to control the car whilst flying!
'
Also and idea for future updates would be vehicle customisation and speed indicators
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This is a very good game to speedrun.. Nice game that have some popular features like upgrade system and hero customisation. I
think it find her fanbase and will give people some fun hours to spend with.. It's exactly what it looks like. An isometric arcade
game where you play a lumbering mech sprinting across the city to deliver pizzas to various targets, while collecting time
bonuses and battling an ever increasing horde of evil robots.

Several different maps on which to play of increasing difficulty and various gimmicks, from a pleasant suburb to cities of
different shapes to archipelagos to a volcanic crater. Those too focused on Crazy Taxi might find the smalll time bonuses for
deliveries to be insulting, but the game is balanced a bit more around collecting time and cash and special items in the field as
well. A story campaign accompanies partly to act as a tutorial for the arcade score-chasing modes but manages to give its own
value; there the time limits are generally quite generous.

The story offers a variety of different objectives on each map and a decent enough story. It is seldom funny but surprisingly
charming, your team is given a decent amount of character without wasting your time so everyone comes across as memorable;
heck, I downright liked the crew by the end in almost the same way I liked the old Star Fox squad. Everyone you meet is a
parody of some sort, but the game doesn't dwell TOO hard on references so it ends up charming rather than like a bad Big Bang
Theory episode. I enjoyed the story.

The actual arcade gameplay is simple enough, but decently fun. Your mech has a sprint toggle, which gives it speed, but also
means you must contend with momentum. Jumps, dodges, air attacks, ground attacks, a small selection of super moves to pick
from... with sprint toggling your attacks from momentum focused to area focused... There is enough to the game to chew on,
and each enemy tends to be countered by one or two of your moves, but the impacts and execution animations of some of the
bigger enemies are pretty terrible, but that is forgiveable. You do not feel like a giant robot fighting other giant robots at all, but
you do feel like a giant robot who really has to be somewhere and is swatting enemies out of the way as quickly as possible to
get back to running. Yet despite all this, the platforming and movement is largely precise. The game asks a lot of precision
jumping in later levels and, apart from the occasional geometry glitch, it's surprisingly easy to land jumps on the islands the
game asks you to while keeping momentum.

Pizza Titan isn't great... but it is quite good. The arcade score chasing isn't at the level of an old-school Japanese game, but it's
still clearly made by gamers and for gamers, and definitely scratches the one-more-run score chase itch. It's miles ahead of
several old school games Yakuza has had me play.... And the campaign is a nice bonus, to the point where you probably
wouldn't waste your money just doing the campaign. But you might find you like it well enough to come back to the real meat
of score chasing. It probably won't replace Outrun 2006 or RE5 Mercenaries for you, but I think Pizza Titan is definitely worth
a look, if for nothing else than that nobody has done anything quite like this before.. DO NOT buy this trash. Developers have
given up on this excuse of a game, early access or not holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ Still have no hope for this game.. Tavernier pitches itself
as tavern-management but it is all interactive fiction with all of the gameplay loop based around effecting up to 7 different bards
for your customers and your 'professional vs coolness' and growing customers for more money. The game has 52 weeks and in
each week you make a decision to an event that is relatively short and mediocrely written with many issues. The "tavern
management" is setting what meals and decorations but for meals you select food items and decorations its just choosing items
to display, not that it is shown in game. All these do is impact those bars or your money or customer count. There's no depth
here and while I generally like narrative experiences there's no real payoff or compelling story here.. Great game! At first it may
be difficult, but later you gain pace. However, sometimes the game does not allow you to relax, even you feel like an expert..
Fun game. I enjoyed the story very much. Very inventive. I would reccomend to others who like hidden object and puzzle
games.. Payed for it and its super leggy and crashes my pc.
Not recommended unless you have a fast PC

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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